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THESIS
 Our current system of development regulations attempts 
to mechanize the design process by molding the complexities of 
urbanism into simple and naive ratios. This regulatory machine 
acts only on the parcel and fails to accommodate for the city. 
As an alternative I will propose a principle-based system of de-
sign for the generation of a master street plan that will lead to a 
more sustainable and holistic form of urbanism.
METHODOLOGY
 Cities like Philadelphia, Savannah, and Chicago have con-
sistently been regarded as some of the paragons of American 
urbanism. It is easy to appreciate these cities as works of both 
art and science. The logical subdivision of land, the continuous 
and sustainable street patterns, the inclusion of nature (parks) 
into the urban realm, and the inherent physical hierarchy linking 
one public institution to another are some of the components 
considered by their designers. Designers such as William Penn, 
James Oglethorpe, and Daniel Burnham are often remembered 
for their work beyond urbanism, but through their embodied en-
ergy consolidated into their urban designs they continue to have 
the most profound impact on us through the streets we walk to-
day.
 These planners of America’s celebrated cities used the 
greatest examples of land subdivision patterns that the world 
had to offer—from the perfect and efficient geometries of the 
orthogonal grid, to military operations of the Spanish colonies, to 
Haussman’s Paris. The methodologies these planners employed 
for their establishments were broad in scope and holistic in vision. 
Nothing was merely replicated or blindly drawn; rather, the level 
of contemplation and theory contained in their designs repre-
sented the highest level of intellectualism that could be applied 
to civilizations’ most prominent and important artifact: its physi-
cal patterns of development.
 Fast-forward to the present. Visions of development no lon-
ger include forethought of the future; rather, planners are locked 
in a constant “present” trying to catch their zoning codes up to 
the market. The physical layout of our streets and properties are 
no longer established; rather, they are merely approved. And 
the structure and framework of our cities are no longer occupied 
within our minds; rather, they live in thick tomes of international 
standards.
 This strict consideration of the parts with a blind eye to the 
whole is largely responsible for the decline of the planning profes-
sion both in terms of the professionals as well as the products. By 
narrowing educational focus of professionals—Traffic Engineers, 
Storm Water Management Professionals, and Industrial Zoning 
Professionals instead of generalist City Planners—and agglom-
erating design guidelines into segregated zones, our cities are 
being ill-formed from the inside out. It is impossible to successfully 
design a whole through the isolated regulations of its parts. 
MASTER STREET PLAN
 Our current development laws are missing the first and 
most critical step toward successful urban design and city plan-
ning: the pre-established physical framework of our towns and 
cities, or the Master Street Plan. Without the establishment of a 
master street plan, any and all attempts at urban design and city 
planning—be it through zoning, zoning overlays, New Urbanism, 
Character Areas, transfer of development rights, etc—will inevi-
tably fail to fulfill the goal of a truly comprehensive, holistic, and 
sustainable city plan. The conceptual framework that successful 
city development requires cannot be found in various individual 
metrics. The master street plan must be present in order to tie all 
regulatory metrics together and to keep them from acting de-
structively and autonomously.
 The master street plan is not an overlay onto zoning; rath-
er, it is a complete reversal to our current development system. 
Currently, “zones of use” come first which in effect determine 
the geometry of a city’s infrastructure. In this scenario, when a 
grocery store, for example, goes out of the business or simply 
changes its location the city is left with a building shell on a site 
that can only accommodate another grocery, a bowling alley, 
an antiques market, or other similarly large and unique uses. In 
order to reoccupy the land one of three things must happen: 
1) a developer inhabits the parcel with a similar use, 2) a devel-
oper must reconfigure the parcel’s infrastructure to accommo-
date a different use adding considerable cost to the project, or 
3) the parcel simply remains vacant. All too often the latter case 
is found to be the answer while new developments continue to 
march into the hinterlands of the city; thus, the perpetuation of 
sprawl.
 The pre-establishment of a master street plan, on the oth-
er hand, puts the geometry of infrastructure first and zones of 
use second. In this scenario of reversed roles, if and when the 
grocery store leaves, the infrastructure does not have to be fully 
reconfigured and is already apt to take on any use—from small 
residential to large commercial.
 The master street plan says nothing about how a city should 
look, how it should function, or how it should feel. It is merely an 
indexical framework of the land. This index allows for action at a 
distance. For example, a suburban house built 5 miles from the 
city center will immediately fit within the greater physical frame-
work of the area even if the full extent of the framework will not 
be physically realized for hundreds of years. As development 
continues out (and it will), the infrastructure need not change. 
Thus, the master street plan is a medium for the sustainable trans-
fer of land uses over time allowing for the location of our infra-
structure, utilities, and largest public space to remain constant.
The master street plan has no potential energy unto itself; rather, 
it requires our outside influence to realize its potential—just like 
the United States Constitution. Because the Constitution does 
not say everything we have an established court system of pro-
fessional lawyers who interpret the Constitution. Because of this 
built-in “meta-Constitution”, flexibility is readily observed as the 
same document that has allowed for slavery has also disallowed 
for slavery. The same text allowed for women’s suffrage and dis-
allowed for women’s suffrage. Likewise, the master street plan 
requires this same level of professionalism and interpretation.
MECHANICAL METRICS AND MINDFUL MANIPULATIONS
 As planning departments are beginning again to realize 
the importance of the design of our street networks, how does 
one actually design a master street plan? Current attempts to do 
so are often relegated to the impartial world of metrics. Metrics 
such as Connectivity Index, Street Centerline Density, and Inter-
section Density, among others, attempt to reduce all the com-
plexities of urbanism into simple and naïve ratios. Their declara-
tions of hard numbers and fast rules assume their own assertions. 
Based on specific instances or averages of unknown studies and 
precedents, metrics reach for universality. They attempt to distill 
the lessons of the Average into the average project, but simple 
averages can be deceiving. For example, Albert Einstein and 
Mickey Mantle together had a lifetime batting average of 0.149. 
The average tells me nothing of Einstein’s genius or of Mantle’s 
athletic skill. All was lost in the number.
 Metrics are by their very nature inflexible. A metric’s own 
exclusion of context will cause it to ultimately fail to accommo-
date for every situation at every time. Attempted malleability 
can be built-in to a metric’s rules by establishing a larger numeri-
cal range, but doing so will eventually cause the device to lose 
its “metricness” and become nothing more than a vast extent of 
integers within which to pick from an infinity of possibilities, thus 
controlling nothing. Again we see the need for a meta-metric.
 If metrics are to be avoided what about establishing state-
ments of desired outcomes or principles? For example, this one 
taken from the Partial Update of the Comprehensive Develop-
ment Plan for Conyers, Georgia:
“The traditional character of the community should be main-
tained through preserving and revitalizing historic areas of the 
community.”
 Or this one taken from the Charter of the New Urbanism:
“Streets and squares should be safe, comfortable, and inter-
esting to the pedestrian. Properly configured, they encourage 
walking and enable neighbors to know each other and protect 
their communities.”
 On the immediate surface these statements seem analo-
gous to the compromises one finds in the typographics of the 
Constitution: targeted enough to warrant absolute direction but 
flexible enough to be interpreted. Both of these statements de-
clare an intent— “if you adhere to this sentence good results will 
follow”—but the problem with them is that they lack in asserting 
anything at all and ultimately render neither “means” nor “ends.” 
Their complete inability to filter out any possibilities whatsoever 
renders them utterly and embarrassingly ineffective. There is no 
directional order to these statements, there is only a universe of 
interpretation: What is “traditional character?” Who defines it? 
Where does “character” begin and end? What makes a street 
“safe?” Or “comfortable?” Or “interesting?” 
For the Charter, the statements are referred to as “principles,” 
but this is flatly a misappropriation of, or at least a weak inter-
pretation of, such a powerful word; a word that has imbibed 
into it much more meaning and purposefulness than is being uti-
lized here. These same “principles” are found in the exact same 
zoning ordinances that the Charter despises, and yet the typo-
graphic mechanics of both systems are identical.
 Contrary to these “principles,” true Principles merge the 
concepts found in both metrics (measurability and tangibility) 
and proclamations (desirability). A Principle elucidates what is 
being seen or what wants to be seen. Principles of urban de-
sign are neither strong enough to act autonomously nor weak 
enough to be disregarded. They try to be specific, but not too 
specific. Indefinable and qualitative terms elude any occupa-
tion within typographic machinery and instead have to be man-
aged and manipulated by mind alone. Principles do, however, 
require the cognitive power inherent in the minds of profession-
als in order to operate. The hierarchical and recursive process 
that occurs between the lower-level entity “Principle” and the 
upper-level entity “Brain” describes the design system necessary 
for the creation of a master street plan.
PRINCIPILES
 Principles of Design were established for the purpose of 
testing their effectiveness on the creation of a master street plan 
for Conyers, Georgia. The Principles used for this project were:
Principle 1: Block Dimensions
 A block should have sides with lengths greater than 240 
feet and less than 600 feet and should have a perimeter less 
than 2,000 feet. These dimensions create the physical permea-
bility necessary for a sustainable, efficient, and vibrant urbanism 
to materialize.
Principle 2: Block Geometry
 Blocks should have an orthogonal geometry to insure both 
the efficient accommodation of multiple land uses over time 
and the parallel placement of buildings along the block’s edge.
Principle 3: Exterior Street Connections
 Street connections along the edge of the Master Street 
Plan should link directly with streets immediately outside of its 
boundary or should create T-intersections with minimum distanc-
es from existing intersections as specified by local code.
Principle 4: Axial Lines and Views
 Utilize axial lines to highlight important spaces and institu-
tions, to close vistas, and to create a unique sense of enclosure.
Principle 5: Public Institutions
 Public institutions should occupy the most prominent, vis-
ible, and integrated parcels within the Master Street Plan. Avoid 
clustering these institutions into internally-oriented complexes In-
stead, allow them to anchor axial lines, reinforce parks, front ma-
jor streets, and form a network of public buildings throughout the 
plan.
Principle 6: Park System
 A system of parks should be situated throughout the Plan 
in order to protect any existing sources of water and to insure 
adequate spaces of recreation. Parks can also be used to ar-
ticulate important institu¬tions, buildings, or monuments.
Principle 7: Topography
 The local topography of a site should be preserved to the 
greatest extent possible but not to the detriment of the Master 
Street Plan. Since the subdivision of land through public infra-
structure can have the longest lasting impression on a city, streets 
should be considered primary over topography within reason.
Principle 8: Water
 Streams and sources of water should be protected and 
accessible by public rights-of-way on all sides. Common “back-
yard-buffer” conditions should be avoided when possible. Where 
a stream would have a negative impact on the sustainability of 
the Street Plan it should be piped, rerouted, or in¬corporated 
into the street section in or¬der to avoid such conflict.
Principle 9: Property Ownership
 The design of a Master Street Plan within a context of exist-
ing development should attempt to be as least invasive as pos-
sible even if this means not producing the “best” Plan. This can 
be done by sequentially working through each of the following 
design steps until an appropriate plan has been generated. 
1 : Keep existing streets. 
2 : Reconfigure publicly owned land. 
3 : Designate reserved rights-of-way across undeveloped land. 
4 : Designate reserved rights-of-way along property lines. 
5 : Designate reserved rights-of-way across parcels.
Principle 10: Autonomous Systems
 Autonomous systems such as railroads, rivers, and inter-
state high¬ways operate outside of the stipulations of local con-
ditions. These systems should be traversed by local public rights-
of-way as fre¬quently as possible.
MEANS
 Every municipality, including Conyers, Georgia, has the le-
gal authority to describe, adopt, empower, and follow a master 
street plan. Such power is described in the Standard City Plan-
ning Enabling Act of 1928. The act, intended to function as the 
primary vehicle for all future development of America’s munici-
palities, was overwhelmed by its own subordinate: the Standard 
State Zoning Enabling Act. The stipulations within the Zoning Act 
concerning the “master plan” were conflated with those within 
the Enabling Act concerning the “master street plan.” But given 
our benefit of history and hindsight, we have the opportunity to 
correct those mistakes made before us and to follow the original 
and true intentions of urban design as described in the Enabling 
Act. The master street plan, therefore, needs to assume its proper 
role at the forefront of development. This project seeks to de-
scribe and illustrate the benefits associated with the adoption of 
a master street plan.
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